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About This Game

"Treasure of blizzard" is a fantasy themed eroge visual novel inspiring with beautiful arts and interesting game characters. The
fate of the protagonist completely depends on your choice. Probably your character may meet his partner in life; however he

may also meet the end of his life. You’re the ones to choose.

 Game features:

 Based on the original story in a Fantasy World

 Two girls to start a relationship (and one neko character)

 10 alternate endings

 24 CG (contain ecchi ero art) + 9 new H CG(16+)

 Estimated Gameplay Length: 4-10 hours

 Available for Windows, Mac, and Linux

 High replay value
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 - Activate 'Demon Vision' from the settings to see through their clothes!

The young officer is transferred to the capital where he is supposed to be under 24/7 control of the Emperor’s people as a sign
of loyalty towards his mutinous father. It’s ironic that the young officer is convoyed by his Childhood friend, Lin. Now she’s

serving as one of the Emperor’s guardian and each mission will be valuable for her career. However first, these two have to get
over the Mountain Pass and here is a rumor stating the mystical things happen in that place.

 Characters :

•Lin
She is a childhood friend of the protagonist who is convoying him to the capital city. She is afraid of ghosts. She loves money

very much. Her family is one of the main authorities of the Empire. Her mother is originally from the Western realms. Lin
inherited her color of the hair because of her mother’s origins. And Lin was bullied because of that color. She joined the

guardians after Kang had joined the border troops.

•Mei
She is a tavern-lady who runs a guesthouse in the wilderness of the mountains. Kang sees a blue flower on her head and nobody
else sees that flower. Sometimes, when she gets angry her eyes began shining. She loves gamble-games, and, most of all, she is

mad about the game that was explained to her by some guest who was passing by that place.

•Shan
She is the leader of the werewolves and she is a cold white she-wolf. There are rumors about her people that spread among the

humans. Most of the rumor is filled with fear but nobody knows anything for sure.

•Kang
His mother passed away when he was quite little. So he has vague memories about her. Kang used to play with Lin during the

days of their childhood. When he was saved from the witch by a swordsman, Kang decided to be a warrior. However Kang was
escorted to the capital because the Emperor was in rage so that the ruler could threaten to Kang’s father.

He loves drinking. He often crosses the line drinking really too much.
There is a pendant on his neck that was presented by his mother.

- Activate 'Demon Vision' from the settings to see through their clothes! In the new update, we've added ecchi elements. 16+
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Title: Treasure of a Blizzard
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
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Publisher:
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Release Date: 6 Oct, 2016
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Imagine if the discount versions of The Witcher and Game of Thrones had an illegitimate child, then turned it into a visual
novel. There's probably a story and a gripping fantasy world here, but it's just not enough. I can get a lot better from other
games, but the effort is at least somewhat appreciated. Sure, I'm not one of the more avid fans of the fantasy genre, so I'm sorry
that this didn't do it for me.. It's a very interesting game, but the finishes are pretty complicated as it's almost the same without
too much change on the story.. It's a very interesting game, but the finishes are pretty complicated as it's almost the same
without too much change on the story.. quot;Two girls to start a relationship (and one neko character)"

"• Shan
She is the leader of the werewolves and she is a cold white she-wolf."

Neko = Cat ffs...

it's Okami...

rants aside, the "plots" are thicc ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)

. The game is not as kitschy as it might look like. It directly/indirectly mentions pretty serious subjects including, but not limited
to: dictatorship, xenophobia, uprisings in times of hardship and iron-fisted supression of the uprisings, alcoholism, gambling,
betrayal, lies, fear of the unknown, law of the strongest, being forced to do things against your will (including risking of your
life and outright slavery) and of course romance.

I didn't expect it, but I actually ended up enjoying the story. (You get to see most of the story from the 3rd person perspective,
but you still hear the story including the protagonist's thoughts from the 1st person perspective.) The art and the music also
deserve praise. The game has 10 possible endings and a nice collection of CGs. The four main characters are interesting and
each one of them is crazy in his own unique way (One is an alcoholic, one is obsessed with money, one seems to be nice but
might end up enslaving you due to jealousy, one actsby the law of the strongest and orders you around while threatening to kill
you if you don't obey). I played the game until I unlocked everything and understood the whole structure of decisions, which
took approximately 40 hours.

H-scenes can be also included by applying an official H-patch, but prepare to be slightly disappointed due to a very low amount
of text in the H-scenes.

Background of the story (insignificant spoilers, I'm not even going to black the section out):

The story takes place in a fabulous world with magic and magical creatures. Although magic seems to be rare and some people
still don't believe in it's existence. There are at least two major political regions:
One of the regions is a xenophobic dictatorial empire brutally ruled by an iron fist (insurgency of poor population in times of
hardship is considered a high treason and leads to executions). Magical creatures don't have equal rights compared to ordinary
people. The xenophobia towards magical creatures and witchcraft is especially strong amongst peasants. Other classes of
population seems to be a little bit more tolerant towards magic and even have a small amount of magical "blood in their veins".
The other region is a significantly more liberal and more tolerant union of kingdoms. The world outside doesn't know mutch
about the union. Many people and magical creatures seems to escape from the empire and migrate to the union, but they rarely
return.
The actual story doesn't take place in the kingdoms and not in the empire (or at least not the the cities of the empire), but in the
wilderness.
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How the story begins (bigger spoilers, but not very big spoilers):

Two former childhood friends are travelling to the empire's capital city. One of them is forced to move to the capital against his
will to live under surveillance for a crime of feeding some starving insurgent peasants comitted by his father. The other one is
loyal to the empire and is supposed to keep his former friend under captivity. Surprised by an extraordinary cold weather they
are forced to seek shelter in a solitary house in order to survive. Soon they are forced to help strangers by risking their lives
against their own will. (Or at least the first traveller is.) . It's a very interesting game, but the finishes are pretty complicated as
it's almost the same without too much change on the story.. It's a very interesting game, but the finishes are pretty complicated
as it's almost the same without too much change on the story.. hardly get to make any choices. not enough character moments
and really smutty for my taste also a boring plot, for the pricepoint it's just not worth there's a lot better on steam for half the
price. It's a very interesting game, but the finishes are pretty complicated as it's almost the same without too much change on the
story.
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A bit short for the price, and lot of typos and screwy grammer (at least in the english version), but overall a fun read. It has
Interesting and enjoyable characters, plot and setting which is more than I can say about a lot of VNs, and also a good amount of
custom art. Not outstanding by any means, but if you like VNs, and this one seems like your kind of story, you will prabably
enjoy it (Unless you hate bad english).

Update:
After the big text update, things may have changed (its hard to tell), but the grammer is still pretty off; the worst typo I
remembered is still there. Even in the same block of text, there are mixed tenses (present, past, and present progressive mainly).
The choices tend to not have parallel structure, and some don't even form verb phrases or sentances. The worst example I
remember (which I checked is still there) is "Strugle with the word" which is supposed to mean something more like "Struggle
onward with the sward". "To blame Lin" is another choice example of something that should be a verb phrase ("Blame Lin") but
is clearly gramicatically wrong. I replayed a section of the game (maybe 40 blocks of text) and only found two lines that I
wouldn't edit for grammer. Its all close, but hardly any of its auctually correct. It is littered with things like mistking lightened vs
lit, "painfully stings" vs "stung painfully", won't vs wouldn't, missing "the" in a few places, comma splicing where ";" or "."
should be used etc. Its readable, but the issue clearly remains despite the text update.. Relaxing game.. As a fan of VN, I can say
this piece of work is not that bad. Yes, the developers have stuff to work. But honestly speaking, as long as this is the first time
they release the game ... it's nice. Let's say so. I would change the price, however so that they could attract more players. I liked
that girl with silver hairs, Shan. She is nice and modest. I liked the story and I'd prefer more endings. 10 endings are not enough.
I would give this novel 7 out of 10. Have a nice day!. Porn without plot, consistent characters or even nice bgms. Don't buy this
game.. Sad to say, I didn't really enjoy this VN.

First big cause of concern is the English translation. It feels off and a lot of times you have no idea what they're talking about. In
the end I stopped caring since a lot of it is gibberish. Having to pick a choice only to learn "word" was "sword" doesn't help, and
I still don't know why "apologise" is a bad option while "should I have started with compliments?" is the good one.

Art is okay.
Turned off the music rather rapidly getting annoyed by it. They are not all bad tracks, but the ones that do are the most frequent
ones, looping the longest too. Don't do that often in a VN, never actually.

Redeeming factor might be the 18+ content it's clearly this game was made for to sell, you might say. Well, that's dissapointing
too. Let's see the thrilling conversation of all but one of them:
"..."
"..."
And the longer one:
"...."
"OK."
"Keep going."
"..."

I seriously NEVER seen that before, and with good reason I might add. What IS this?

Overall leading to a verdict that is negative towards reading this one.. 
http://steamcommunity.com/id/ReptilianWorldOrder/recommended/616620/
Now THIS is what gets me. THIS dev is something ELSE. THIS should be not forgiven. THE DEV SHOULD BE PUNISHED.
THE DEV IS A LIAR THAT IS WORSE THAN DIGITAL HOMICIDE. God damn me if this developer can be more lying
than in 2017, where I bought this game and not knew how disgusting the creator is. The game itself is ALSO barebones, not
even Phil Fish can compare to this amount of lying, or DigiHom's greed. This novel was boring and only exists on fetish content
without any kind of "story", but also has a moronic creator who is a major LIAR, as I said earlier. DO NOT SUPPORT THIS
DEVELOPER. Please listen to this guy's truth. Do not succumb to evil developers/companies trying to rip you off.. This game is
something more than your average non-japanese visual novel game. The story is quite interesting, and so are the characters.
There are lots of endings and some of them are hard to unlock without any kind of guides. I love the Demonic Vision option!
This should be standard in every VN game ;) The best part, like always, is sexual content. Both ecchi and hentai arts are beatiful
and while playing, it makes you want to unlock everything in gallery. I'm not sure if I would pay the full price for this game, but
while in bundle or on sale - sure, why not. I had a good time playing Treasure of a Blizzard.. Nice piece of work. Well, sure,
guys will have to sweat on the style but overall you will have 1) a great story 2) nice music 3) funny characters 4) good looking
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graphics .. It's a nice little VN if you can get past the grammer mistakes from the translation.
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